PROs in the wild: Assessing the validity of patient reported outcomes in an electronic registry.
Collecting Patient-Reported Outcomes (PROs) is an important way to get first-hand information by patients on the outcome of treatments and surgical procedure they have undergone, and hence about the quality of the care provided. However, the quality of PRO data cannot be given for granted and cannot be traced back to the dimensions of timeliness and completeness only. While the reliability of these data can be guaranteed by adopting standard and validated questionnaires that are used across different health care facilities all over the world, these facilities must take responsibility to assess, monitor and ensure the validity of PROs that are collected from their patients. Validity is affected by biases that are hidden in the data collected. This contribution is then aimed at measuring bias in PRO data, for the impact that these data can have on clinical research and post-marketing surveillance. We considered the main biases that can affect PRO validity: Response bias, in terms of Acquiescence bias and Fatigue bias; and Non-Response bias. To assess Acquiescence bias, phone interviews and online surveys were compared, adjusted by age. To assess Fatigue bias, we proposed a specific item about session length and compared PROs scores stratifying according to the responses to this item. We also calculated the intra-patient agreement by conceiving an intra-interview test-retest. To assess Non-Response bias, we considered patients who participated after the saturation of the response-rate curve as proxy of potential non respondents and compared the outcomes in these two strata. All methods encompassed common statistical techniques and are cost-effective at any facility collecting PRO data. Acquiescence bias resulted in significantly different scores between patients reached by either phone or email. In regard to Fatigue bias, stratification by perceived fatigue resulted in contrasting results. A relevant difference was found in intra-patient agreement and an increasing difference in average scores as a function of interview length (or completion time). In regard to Non-Response bias, we found non-significant differences both in scores and variance. In this paper, we present a set of cost-effective techniques to assess the validity of retrospective PROs data and share some lessons learnt from their application at a large teaching hospital specialized in musculoskeletal disorders that collects PRO data in the follow-up phase of surgery performed therein. The main finding suggests that response bias can affect the PRO validity. Further research on the effectiveness of simple and cost-effective solutions is necessary to mitigate these biases and improve the validity of PRO data.